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Abstract

Grids consist of the aggregation of numerous dispersed computational, storage and network resources, able to satisfy even the most demanding
computing jobs. Due to the data-intensive nature of Grid jobs, there is an increasing interest in Grids using optical transport networks as this
technology allows for the timely delivery of large amounts of data. Such Grids are commonly referred to as Lambda Grids.

An important aspect of Grid deployment is the allocation and activation of installed network capacity, needed to transfer data and jobs to
and from remote resources. However, the exact nature of a Grid’s network traffic depends on the way arriving workload is scheduled over the
various Grid sites. As Grids possibly feature high numbers of resources, jobs and users, solving the combined Grid network dimensioning and
workload scheduling problem requires the use of scalable mathematical methods such as Divisible Load Theory (DLT). Lambda Grids feature
additional complexity such as wavelength granularity and continuity or conversion constraints must be enforced. Additionally, Grid resources
cannot be expected to be available at all times. Therefore, the extra complexity of resilience against possible resource failures must be taken
into account when modelling the combined Grid network dimensioning and workload scheduling problem, enforcing the need for scalable
solution methods. In this work, we tackle the Lambda Grid combined dimensioning and workload scheduling problem and incorporate single-
resource failure or unavailability scenarios. We use Divisible Load Theory to tackle the scalability problem and compare non-resilient lambda
Grid dimensioning to the dimensions needed to survive single-resource failures. We distinguish three failure scenarios relevant to lambda Grid
deployment: computational element, network link and optical cross-connect failure. Using regular network topologies, we derive analytical bounds
on the dimensioning cost. To validate these bounds, we present comparisons for the resulting Grid dimensions assuming a 2-tier Grid operation as
a function of varying wavelength granularity, fiber/wavelength cost models, traffic demand asymmetry and Grid scheduling strategy for a specific
set of optical transport networks.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

By coupling numerous heterogeneous computational and
storage resources distributed over various locations, Grids are
able to satisfy the ever increasing demand for both processing
and storage power, surpassing the capabilities of each of its
individual resources. This allows a Grid to accommodate even
the largest and most resource-demanding applications. These
Grid applications typically need access to multiple resources
simultaneously (so-called co-allocation); the most common
types of resources include computational resources, data
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storage resources and the transport network interconnecting
the various Grid sites. As the computational requirements for
typical Grid applications originate from the large amounts
of data they need to process, the transportation of this data
between the involved Grid resources is an important factor
when it comes to cost and time efficient scheduling of the Grid’s
workload. Optical circuit-switched transport networks allow for
high-bandwidth end-to-end transfers capable of low latency
delivery of these large amounts of data, and thus are well-suited
to interconnect the various Grid resources. The relevance of
optical networks in Grids is illustrated by the recent increase
in research activities into these “supernetworks” [1–3]. Grids
making use of optical circuit-switched transport networks are
usually denoted as Lambda Grids.

If a Grid’s aggregate power is to be successfully exploited,
an important problem to be solved is to determine how
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the expected workload generated at each location should
be distributed over the Grid’s resources in case it cannot
be handled locally. This is the Grid workload scheduling
problem. Moreover, given a set of possible locations where Grid
resources can be deployed, the question arises how operators
interested in installing Grid infrastructure should decide on
the capacities of the resources (influenced by the scheduling
strategy) to be allocated at each site. This is known as a
dimensioning problem.

An immediate observation is that the required network
capacity directly depends on the expected traffic pattern,
which in turn depends on the scheduling policy regulating
workload distribution in the Grid. A study of the lambda Grid
dimensioning problem thus necessarily needs to simultaneously
take into account this scheduling policy. Thus, this combined
lambda Grid dimensioning and scheduling problem differs
from the isolated problems of optical transport network
dimensioning (from static demand matrices) and parallel
machine scheduling (in which computational resources are the
major focal point). In addition, while these isolated problems
can be modelled using Integer Linear Programs, naively
combining both problems into a single linear program quickly
yields intractable program sizes. This issue is complicated
further by the unpredictable resource unavailability (due to
different autonomous management policies, possible failures
etc.) common to Grids, as the combined workload scheduling
and network dimensioning problem should also model the
resilience constraints protecting against these unavailabilities.

In this paper, we focus on the combined workload
scheduling and optical transport network dimensioning
problem in lambda Grids where processing and storage capacity
has already been installed. This scenario is of importance
to providers looking to deal with temporary spikes in local
processing demand, as in such a scenario the connected remote
sites can help us to address the excess load. We explicitly
take into account possible failure scenarios featuring a single-
resource failure (either a Computational Resource failure,
network link failure or optical cross-connect failure).

We solve this combined workload scheduling and network
dimensioning problem for these scenarios using the technique
of Divisible Load Theory, which yields a more scalable ap-
proximation to the problem than yielded by combining classi-
cal Integer Linear Programming formulations for the workload
scheduling and optical transport network dimensioning prob-
lems. We present heuristics which further reduce the combined
problem’s complexity and enable us to explore multiple opera-
tional scenarios simultaneously.

For regular optical transport network topologies, we derive
analytical bounds on the additional cost incurred by taking into
account possible resource failures in the combined workload
scheduling and network dimensioning problem. To validate
these bounds, we perform an extensive set of experiments using
the heuristics described above to obtain these additional costs
for a wide range of irregular network topologies. We present
this additional cost as a function of varying network topology,
wavelength granularity, fiber/wavelength cost models, traffic
demand assymmetry and Grid scheduling strategy.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview of existing mathematical models
and solution techniques to similar or related workload
scheduling and dimensioning problems. Section 3 formally
defines the problem under study. In Section 4, an accurate
mathematical model extending one of the techniques from
Section 2 for the problem at hand (optical network
dimensioning in a Grid context) is provided. Several techniques
are shown to reduce the model’s computational complexity,
one of which is our proposed DLT-based formulation. Results
and discussions are presented in Section 6, and the main
conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Related work

Optical network dimensioning and workload scheduling
in parallel computer environments have been widely studied
in the literature. Static network dimensioning starts from a
given demand matrix, i.e. a matrix representation of the traffic
demands between each pair of nodes in the network. In the
case of optical circuit-switched networks (the type of networks
considered in this paper), the required network dimensions
follow from the solution to a so-called Routing and Fiber
and Wavelength Assignment (RFWA) problem [4,5]. This type
of problem can be modelled as a multi-commodity network
flow problem [6], where every commodity maps to a single
source–destination pair of nodes in the network. When the
problem’s objective does not depend on e.g. the number of
wavelength conversions used (if any), a simpler formulation
called source formulation is possible [7]. Restoration from
failures and installation of spare capacity in such networks
have been studied extensively in the literature [8,9,11]. The
main difference with our work is that in our work, a vertex
or node in the transport network may have a Computational
Resource attached to it. Due to the operational Grid scenarios
studied, failure of this node also alters traffic demands between
other node pairs in the network as an alternative workload
scheduling strategy must be used. This new scheduling strategy
again forms an optimization problem coupled with the network
dimensions needed to handle this failure scenario.

In a distributed computing environment (e.g. Grids,
clusters etc.), traffic demand between two nodes arises
when computational load and any data processed by
this load are transferred between the particular nodes.
How this computational load is distributed among the
participating nodes, is determined by the scheduling strategy.
In Lambda Grids, this scheduling is concerned with at
least two types of resources: computational resources and
the interconnecting Lambda network. Combined resource
allocation and scheduling for these two resource types has
been demonstrated in G-Lambda [12], a Web services-based
resource reservation architecture on top of a GMPLS network
resource management system. One step further down the road
a transparent, single system image of the Lambda Grid can
be created using a Service Address Routing architecture in
which the different scheduling and allocation mechanisms
are made available as services offered in the network [13].
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Our work focusses on analyzing the Lambda Grid’s resource
requirements from an off-line combined dimensioning and
scheduling approach, and is independent of the actual
architectural concepts providing the resource scheduling and
allocation services.

An additional complexity that needs to be taken into
account when dealing with the Grid scheduling problem is the
occurrence of resource failures. While fault-tolerant scheduling
algorithms have been extensively studied and benchmarked [14,
15], in this work we focus on the incorporation of possible
resource failures in an off-line dimensioning problem, rather
than on the behaviour of on-line scheduling algorithms in the
presence of resource failures. We focus on simultaneously
solving the dimensioning and scheduling problem for the
failure-free and resource failure Grid scenarios rather than
focussing on protecting individual work units by replicating
computation and communication.

A common mathematical framework used to describe the
scheduling problem of a given set of jobs on computational
elements is the Integer Linear Program formulation. This way,
most scheduling problems can be seen as special instances of
project scheduling problems [16–19].

Alternatively, the distributed computing platform can be
treated as a queueing network. In [20,21], for instance, average
values for metrics such as idle time and resource utilization are
derived for a pure space-shared system by analyzing the system
as a steady-state queueing system.

In our Grid model, resources are time-shared; moreover,
resource co-allocations made by a single job are, in general,
not independent: a data-processing job which gets only small
CPU shares will output less data per time unit (thus use less
network resources too) when compared to the same job running
exclusively on the same CPU.

The cited Integer Linear Programs or queueing theory
can become cumbersome when taking into account these
complications or when dealing with large problem instances
(which is not unlikely, given the nature of Grids).

Because of the complexities involved in obtaining analytical
results for realistic Grids, a lot of authors have used simulations
on Grid models to obtain quantitative results with regard to
schedule quality and workload distribution [22–28].

However, a formal and scalable mathematical approach is
possible, if it can be assumed that the total load carried by
the jobs behaves like an arbitrarily divisible workload. This
approach is central to the Divisible Load Theory (DLT) [29,30].
The use of DLT in a Grid environment, taking into account not
only Computational Resources but also network parameters has
been demonstrated in [31]. In that work, the network constraints
enforced include a limited number of (TCP) connections
per link and a fixed bandwidth per connection. Traffic is
entirely composed of the workload itself, and does not include
“external” data processed by the load.

This contrasts with the approach used in this paper,
as we use Divisible Load Theory and a load-balancing
scheduling algorithm to derive traffic demands between
network nodes, applicable to problems with large numbers of
data-processing jobs. We translate the network constraints laid
Fig. 1. Grid model: Sites and core transport network.

out in [31] to physical constraints in an optical circuit-switched
network supporting wavelength conversion, expressing the
discrete wavelength granularity and wavelength continuity
and conversion constraints. Once demands are known, the
dimensioning problem can then be modelled by a source
routing formulation.

The suitability of the DLT-based approach as a Lambda
Grid network dimensioning tool (without taking into account
possible resource failures) has already been demonstrated
in [32,33], and in this paper we show how this approach can
be extended to include these possible resource failures.

3. Grid model and operational scenario

3.1. Resources

In this paper, we treat a Grid as a collection of different sites
R, connected through a transport network (Fig. 1).

The core network (which is to be dimensioned) is an
optical circuit-switched transport network. It consists of core
and access optical cross-connects (OXC) connected through
directed links from the set E . Each link e ∈ E contains
optical fibers; each fiber can carry a (technology-dependent)
number of wavelengths W , and each wavelength supports a
(also technology-dependent) data rate B. All cross-connects
have unlimited wavelength conversion capabilities.

Each Grid site r ∈ R connects to an access router of
the optical network and offers several time-shared resources—
a computational resource, a data storage resource and a data
replica resource as illustrated in Fig. 2. The computational
resource can process locally submitted as well as “foreign”
jobs, and has a maximum computational capacity of Pr . It will
only send locally generated jobs to a remote site if it cannot
process or store that job locally. The data replica resource
holds input datasets read by the jobs; the same datasets can be
replicated among multiple of these resources in different Grid
sites. The data storage resources hold output data generated by
the jobs; it is assumed that they provide sufficient storage space
for the jobs submitted at the resource’s site.
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Fig. 2. Grid site model: Resources and gateway.
3.2. Jobs

At each site, users can submit jobs from a jobpool J . The
home site of a job j ∈ J is the site where it has been submitted.
Jobs are indivisible work packets, characterized by their length
t j (i.e. processing time on a reference processor), the size of
the input data d I

j they process and the size of the output data

d O
j they generate. When looking at e.g. a periodic job load, the

equivalent divisible workload is characterized by the average
amount of workload arriving per unit of time α over this period
and by the average data sizes processed and generated per unit
of workloads, DI and DO , respectively.

It is assumed that all jobs read their input data from their
home site and that they submit any output data to their home site
as well, that is, only remotely processed jobs produce network
traffic (between their processing site and their home site).
Furthermore, jobs are assumed to process data at a constant rate
throughout their lifetime; this way, remotely executed jobs can
be treated as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources from a network
point of view.

3.3. Grid excess load scenario

In our approach, the Grid’s computational resources are first
dimensioned to be able to deal with a specified steady-state
load. Next, we assume that a single computational resource
suffers from excessive (locally generated) load and that it
needs to invoke remote computational resources. Under this
assumption, load (which, in our model, is assumed to be
arbitrarily divisible) is distributed from the top-tier site to
lower-tier sites.

For our simulations, excess jobs have been generated with
an average interarrival time of 0.5. The average computational
load of this set of jobs is 30 units of work per second. We have
chosen DI = DO in such a way that the resulting average
unidirectional excess load network demand is 220 GBps, which
is roughly the order of magnitude of data that will be processed
and transported in the EGEE Grid [34].

We consider the set (parameterized by some integer k) of
load-balancing scheduling strategies where the excess load is
uniformly distributed across k remote computational resources,
a scenario not unlikely given that these remote resources may
also be processing or storing local load. Again, we assume
the Grid to converge into a steady-state (periodic with period
T ) mode of operation. For a given excess load instance per
time period, we can decide which jobs are to be processed
where (under the constraint of fair distribution across all remote
resources), which determines the amounts of input and output
data transferred per period between Grid sites.

Once traffic demands between each pair of Grid sites have
been determined, solving the optical network dimensioning
problem (for this single overloaded Grid site scenario) means
deciding how lightpaths should be set up and routed in order
to accommodate these demands with minimal cost. Here, only
activation costs (fiber and wavelength) are taken into account.

The final network dimensions (i.e. number of installed fibers
on each link and number of wavelengths activated on each
fiber) are determined by the global optimum over all single-site
overload problems.

4. Divisible load theory model

Using the concept of divisible load, the Grid dimensioning
problem can be written down as an integer linear program (ILP)
which does not suffer from scalability issues with increasing
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Table 1
DLT Model: Overview of symbols used and their description

Symbol Type Description

DI Input Constant Average amount of input data per unit of excess load
DO Input Constant Average amount of output data per unit of excess load
B Input Constant Bandwidth of single wavelength
W Input Constant Maximum number of wavelengths available per fiber
α Input Constant Total excess load arriving per time unit
αs

r Cont. Var. Excess load per time unit processed at r , top-tier site s
k Input Constant Number of remote sites processing load from top-tier site
δs
r Boolean Var. Equals 1 iff. r processes excess load from top-tier site s

ds
uv Integer Var. Wavelength path demand between u and v (top-tier site s)

cs
eu Integer Var. Number of wavelengths originating at u carried over link e (top-tier site s)
f s
e Integer Var. Number of fibers needed on link e (top-tier site s)

fe Integer Var. Ultimate number of fibers needed on link e
number of users and Grid jobs. The resulting ILP contains
roughly two parts: one part describes how excess load generated
at a single site is distributed among the remote sites; the other
part describes how virtual wavelength paths need to be setup
between Grid site pairs to support the transfer of excess load in
this scenario.

In the absence of resilience considerations, the Grid
dimensions follow from the following ILP (all symbols used
have been conveniently summarized in Table 1).

Let αs
r be the computational load per time unit transferred

from the single top-tier site s to remote site r . Furthermore, the
average amount of input data processed per unit of workload
is given by DI and the average amount of output data
generated per unit of workload by jobs is DO (see Section 3.3).
Furthermore, let δs

r be a binary variable equalling 1 if and only
if remote site r processes excess load from top-tier site s.

If excess load α is to be uniformly distributed among k
remote sites, we have that∑
r∈R\{s}

δs
r = k (1)

and

∀r ∈ R \ {s} · αs
r =

δs
r α

k
. (2)

Steady-state network demands (i.e. required number of
wavelength paths for input and output data) between top-tier
site s and remote site r then follow from

∀r ∈ R \ {s} · ds
sr ≥

αs
r · DI

B
(3)

∀r ∈ R \ {s} · ds
rs ≥

αs
r · DO

B
(4)

where B denotes the data rate supported by a single wavelength.
If wavelength routing is written down using source formulation,
we can use variables cs

er to denote the number of wavelength
paths originating at node r carried on link e in case the top-tier
site is site s. Using these variables, network flow constraints can
be expressed as

∀u ∈ R, ∀v ∈ R \ {u} ·

∑
e∈E+

v

cs
eu + ds

uv =

∑
e∈E−

v

cs
eu (5)
∀r ∈ R ·

∑
u∈R

ds
ru =

∑
e∈E+

r

cs
er . (6)

In these equations, E+
v denotes those links incident from

node v and E−
v denotes the links incident to node v.

The resulting global optical transport network cost is
determined by the ultimate number of activated fibers and
wavelengths in each scenario. In a single scenario featuring
top-tier site s, the number of fibers needed on link e can be
described by f s

e which obeys

W · f s
e ≥

∑
r∈R

cs
er (7)

where W equals the maximal number of wavelengths that can
be carried on a single fiber.

The global optimization problem decides on variable values
for all values of s. The ultimate number of fibers fe needed on
link e is the maximal value of f s

e over all scenarios (i.e. over all
s), and is thus constrained by

∀s ∈ R, ∀e ∈ E . fe ≥ f s
e . (8)

The average number of activated wavelengths (over all
scenarios) is given by

∑
s∈R

∑
e∈E

∑
r∈R

cs
er

|R|
. (9)

As a cost is associated with the number of activated fibers
and wavelengths, the optimization goal is to minimize the cost
as described in expression (10).

min
∑
s∈R

∑
e∈E

∑
r∈R

cs
er

|R|
+ C ·

∑
e∈E

fe. (10)

In this last expression, C determines the relative weight
assigned to the installed fibers over the average amount of
activated wavelengths. In this paper, results presented have been
obtained for reference values of C = 1, B = 2.5 Gbps and
W = 4.
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4.1. Single computational element failure

The initial set of base scenarios described in Section 4
only involved a single source node and assumed reliable Grid
resources.

In this section, we extend our base scenarios by taking
into account possible resource failures. In particular, a single
scenario in this section is described by a (source, failure) pair,
denoting the single source present in each scenario, and the
single-resource failure (if any) occurring in this scenario.

We can discern 3 kinds of resource failures, corresponding
to the most prominent resource types in our analysis:

• computational resource failures
• optical cross-connect failures
• network link failure, effectively cutting all fibers inside.

The effects of a computational resource failure are that
the affected resource cannot handle any excess load from
the overloaded source. The wavelength routing capabilities of
the underlying optical cross-connect, however, are deemed to
remain operational. In contrast, in case of an optical cross-
connect failure, network traffic can no longer be routed over this
cross-connect. This means the failure scenario can be treated
as a base scenario where the affected cross-connect and all
links incident to and from it have been left out of the original
network. The last failure scenario only affects a single link.

Note that an optical cross-connect failure implies the
unavailability of the connected computational resource and
thus encompasses the computational resource failure scenario.
In addition, the unavailability of an optical cross-connect
implies that the links connected to it remain unused (it is
assumed that no jobs are submitted to the OXC’s corresponding
computational resource, as there is effectively no way to route
these jobs elsewhere).

Thus, the failure of an optical cross-connect can be
regarded as the worst-case single-resource failure scenario.
In our dimensioning, we provide shared spare capacity for
all relevant worst-case scenarios. The relevant worst-case
scenarios are those optical cross-connect failure scenarios that
do not partition the interconnecting network. Thus, in case
the interconnecting network features low connectivity, only a
limited number of these failure scenarios are taken into account.

In this paper, when representing the cost of protecting the
lambda Grid against different types of resource failures, we
have limited ourselves to the additional network dimensioning
cost related to the protection against the relevant (i.e. not
partitioning the interconnecting optical network) optical
cross-connect failures. We have compared this cost to the
cost associated with the single source scenarios discussed
previously.

In order to introduce the notion of a failing resource in the
elementary scenario, the combined dimensioning and workload
scheduling linear program needs to be adapted as follows.

4.2. Computational resource failure

The notion of a single failing computational resource at node
n can easily be incorporated into the combined dimensioning
and workload scheduling linear program by modifying Eq. (1)
to read∑
r∈R\{s,n}

δr = k. (11)

This effectively excludes any excess load generated at source
node s from being scheduled on the now-defunct computational
resource at node n.

4.3. Optical cross-connect failure

To model the failure of an optical cross-connect, note that
such an optical cross-connect will be completely unused if all
links incident to and from it are void of traffic. Therefore, we
can model the failure of an optical cross-connect at node n by
modifying network flow Eq. (5) to exclude these links from the
flow conservation constraints as follows:

∀u ∈ R \ {n}, ∀v ∈ R \ {u, n} ·

∑
e∈E+

v \E−
n

cs
eu + ds

uv

=

∑
e∈E−

v \E+
n

cs
eu . (12)

Indeed, as network cost increases when more fibers and
wavelengths are activated and when we are dealing with a cost
minimization problem, the net effect of the exclusion is that the
affected cross-connect as well as any links to and from it will
not be used in the observed scenario. After all, suppose that
a solution to the network dimensioning problem is obtained in
which an affected link is not void of traffic, we can immediately
derive another valid solution which is cheaper.

Note that only those failure scenarios preserving the
network’s connectedness have been studied.

4.4. Link failure

In a similar way to the approach described in the previous
section, we can model the failure of a single link l by modifying
flow Eq. (5). Replacing that equation with

∀u ∈ R \ {n}, ∀v ∈ R \ {u, n} ·

∑
e∈E+

v \{l}

cs
eu + ds

uv

=

∑
e∈E−

v \{l}

cs
eu (13)

ensures that traffic is routed over operational links only.

4.5. Parallelizing heuristic

Although our use of divisible workloads and source routing
formulations have significantly reduced the complexity of the
combined workload scheduling and dimensioning problem, our
inclusion of resource failures has increased the number of
simultaneous scenarios to be investigated (and thus, the number
of variables and constraints) by a large number. Therefore,
a solution method combining solutions to the individual
elementary scenarios (rather than solving the global problem
over all scenarios) is of interest. One such approach—which
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Fig. 3. Parallelizing heuristic: Overview.

we refer to as a parallelizing heuristic—is depicted in Fig. 3.
This approach is able to return solutions within reasonable
calculation time and resource limits, however at increased
network dimensioning cost.

As illustrated in the figure, we start by solving all individual
scenarios independently. This step can be performed in parallel,
and results in a series of fiber counts on each edge (variables
f s
e ). These values are used to initialize the parameters ge:

∀e ∈ E .ge = max
s∈R

f s
e ,

and then we proceed by solving the problem as defined in
Section 4, but replacing constraints (8) by:

∀e ∈ E · fe = ge. (14)

4.6. Incremental heuristic

The parallelizing heuristic presented in Section 4.5 performs
a simple maximization over the solutions to a set of
independently solved problems, instead of solving a single
problem tackling all of these problems simultaneously.

Another heuristic method to solve this complex global
problem is shown in Fig. 4. This incremental approach
solves the dimensioning problem for a set of single excess
load scenarios as follows. First, the elementary scenarios
are ordered. The heuristic then solves the Grid network
dimensioning problem for the first elemental scenario in the
ordered list and saves the resulting network dimensions, in
particular the number of installed fibers on each edge and the
number of activated wavelengths on each fiber in the scenario
at hand.

Next, the heuristic solves a modified single scenario Grid
dimensioning problem. The single scenario is the second
scenario in the ordered list, while the modifications encompass
the inclusion of the solution to the first dimensioning problem
as additional constraints. Thus, in this second phase, the
problem solved is to dimension the lambda Grid with minimal
network cost, given that two scenarios need to be supported
and that workload distribution and network routing for the first
scenario have already been decided upon. The modifications
thus add constraints to a standard single scenario dimensioning
problem, but do not add additional variables.
Fig. 4. Incremental heuristic: Overview.

This process is repeated; the number of iterations needed is
the number of scenarios that needs to be supported. At iteration
n, a modified single scenario dimensioning problem is solved
for the nth scenario in the ordered list, given the solution to the
previous n − 1 scenarios.

When the last iteration is finished, we have obtained a
solution to the global dimensioning problem based upon this
particular ordering of the elemental scenarios. By repeating this
whole process for different scenario orderings, we can select the
ordering with the lowest resulting lambda Grid dimensioning
cost for the collection of all single source scenarios.

5. Analytical bounds

In this section, we derive analytical bounds for the Lambda
Grid dimensioning cost (defined in Eq. (10) and consisting
of wavelength path and fiber components) in case a regular
network topology with N nodes is used. Throughout this
section, we assume that shortest-path routing is used, that
excess workload (featuring perfect I/O symmetry) is distributed
uniformly over all operational remote sites and that wavelength
granularity is fixed at 2.5 Gbps.

For a regular topology like the bidirectional ring, it is
possible to derive analytical results with regard to the expected
additional costs components (both wavelength path and fiber
costs) as follows.

Assume that, in the absence of resource failures, the
wavelength demand from the single top-tier site to each remote
site is given by λ1, and that in this scenario none of these λ1
wavelengths has residual capacity left. If the excess source node
is node 0 and the OXC at node N − 1 fails, the link carrying
the bulk of the traffic is situated between nodes 0 and 1, as all
working traffic for nodes 1, . . . , b N

2 c as well as traffic routed on
the backup path for nodes b

N
2 c + 1, . . . , N − 2 is routed over

this link.
In order to support all node failure scenarios in such a double

ring, each of the 2N directed links needs to be provisioned with
at least an amount of fibers equal to
(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
(N − 2)

W

 (15)

whereas in the single-site excess load scenario (without taking
into account possible OXC failures) this number is only
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λ1

⌈
N−1

2

⌉
W

 . (16)

In the envisioned double ring failure scenario, the number of
wavelength paths (originating from node 0, with node F failing)
carried on the network links equals

2
F−1∑
k=1

k

(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N − 2

⌉)

+ 2
N−1∑

k=F+1

(N − k)

(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N − 2

⌉)
. (17)

Thus, averaged over all scenarios we obtain

λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉
N − 1

N−1∑
F=1

(
2

F−1∑
k=1

k + 2
N−1∑

k=F+1

(N − k)

)
(18)

which eventually reduces to

2N (N − 2)
(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
3

. (19)

For the base scenarios, this average number of wavelength
paths carried on the links is given by

2

⌊
N
2

⌋∑
k=1

kλ1 + 2
N−1∑

k=

⌊
N
2

⌋
+1

(
k −

⌊
N

2

⌋)
λ1 (20)

which in turn can be simplified to

2λ1

(⌊
N

2

⌋)2

. (21)

For a double ring topology, the cost increase for the OXC
failure protection (compared to the base scenario) is therefore

2N (N−2)
(
λ1+

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
3 + 2N

⌈(
λ1+

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
(N−2)

W

⌉

2λ1
(⌊ N

2

⌋)2
+ 2N

⌈
λ1

⌈
N−1

2

⌉
W

⌉ . (22)

For a full-mesh topology in which shortest-path routing is
enforced, the average number of wavelength paths on the links
in over all OXC failure scenarios changes to

2(N − 2)

(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N − 2

⌉)
(23)

from

2(N − 1)λ1. (24)

The total number of fibers needed over all scenarios is then
given by

N (N − 1)


(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
W

 (25)
and is simply given by

N (N − 1)

⌈
λ1

W

⌉
(26)

in the absence of OXC failures.
Under our assumptions (i.e. shortest-path routing, DI =

DO , workload as in Section 3.3), the relative cost increase
due to OXC failure protection for full-mesh interconnection
networks is thus given by

2(N − 2)
(
λ1 +

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
+ N (N − 1)

⌈(
λ1+

⌈
λ1

N−2

⌉)
W

⌉
2(N − 1)λ1 + N (N − 1)

⌈
λ1
W

⌉ . (27)

6. Evaluation

In this section, we study the increased dimension (defined
in Eq. (10) and consisting of wavelength path and fiber
components) incurred by considering the possible optical cross-
connect failure scenarios and compare it to the dimensioning
cost of the base scenario featuring a single source and no
failures. We have performed the Lambda Grid dimensioning for
the failure scenarios for different parameter sets including the
Grid’s scheduling strategy, the wavelength granularity and job
I/O asymmetry.

6.1. Setup

The optical transport network topologies considered in this
study have been inspired by the European network (similar
to the “basic network” reference network from the European
COST 266 project [10]) shown in Fig. 5. As each OXC is
located in a major European city, it is conceivable that each such
cross-connect has a Grid site attached to it. We therefore assume
that each such OXC actually doubles as a Grid site (thus, we
make an abstraction of any access network in place), so that our
Grid has as many cross-connects as Grid sites.

For this paper, we have generated sets of connected networks
(with number of nodes equal to the number of nodes in the
reference network) for varying random-link probabilities p.
These networks were obtained through repeated addition of
node-link pairs and then by adding extra links with probability
p. Using this method, the European reference network is similar
to the networks obtained for p = 0.1. For each value of
p (except for p = 1, denoting a full-mesh network), ten
topologies have been generated.

The excess load generated in each scenario is the one
described in Section 3.3. For our reference parameter settings,
jobs feature equal-sized inputs and outputs and 2.5 Gbps
wavelengths are used while the excess load is distributed over
all operational remote sites.

As we consider all relevant single-failure scenarios (leaving
the Grid in a connected state), it follows that the number
of possible scenarios greatly increases when compared to
the number of scenarios in the absence of possible resource
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Fig. 5. Reference Grid Topology: European Core Network (13 nodes, 17
bidirectional links).

Fig. 6. Incremental heuristic: Sensitivity to number of investigated scenario
orderings.

failures. Because this increased number of scenarios leads to
significantly longer calculation times, from this point on, all
dimensioning costs (which represent the dimensioning cost
allowing the Grid to support every scenario taken into account)
in this section have been obtained using the incremental
heuristic described in Section 4.6.

As this heuristic evaluates the scenarios sequentially, we
have repeated each heuristic run 10 times (for different scenario
orderings) in order to reduce the resulting solution’s sensitiv-
ity to scenario reordering. This property is demonstrated by the
numbers shown in Fig. 6 which represent sequential improve-
ments in network dimensioning cost when dimensioning our
set of random networks (with p = 0.1) for the optical cross-
connect failure scenarios using the incremental heuristic.

6.2. Results

The cost increase for the reference case on our set of random
networks due to OXC failure protection has been plotted in
Fig. 7.

Using the workload as described in Section 3.3 and the
number of nodes in the networks we study (N = 13), we
Fig. 7. OXC failure protection cost increase for random networks.

can now evaluate the analytical bounds derived in Section 5.
Assuming shortest-path routing, 2.5 Gbps wavelengths and
equal-sized inputs and outputs, the cost increase for a double
ring topology as given by Eq. (22) then equals 1.60.

For the full-mesh topology, under the same assumptions,
Eq. (27) yields 1.06. The relationship of these numbers to
the numbers shown in Fig. 7 is as follows: from Fig. 7, it
follows that in our reference case the cost increase incurred
by providing OXC failure resilience to the base scenarios is no
more than 10% for our set of random networks.

The figures obtained for the double ring topology (1.60) are
much higher because that particular topology features a failure
scenario in which all traffic is rerouted over a single network
link (regardless of the excess load source under observation),
and in the above formulas it has been assumed that network
traffic in the base scenario fills exactly λ1 wavelength paths.

For full-mesh topologies (p = 1), note how the value
obtained analytically (1.06) corresponds closely to the cost
difference shown in Fig. 7 for highly connected networks (p =

0.9).

6.2.1. Job I/O Asymmetry
While in the reference case jobs are assumed to produce as

much output data as they need input data (DI = DO ), Fig. 8
shows the average dimensioning costs for OXC failure resilient
lambda Grids for I/O asymmetric jobs. Results are obtained on
our set of random networks corresponding to p = 0.1.

Because of input/output symmetry in our global dimension-
ing problem featuring input and output datasets of equal size,
we expect these results to show symmetry around s =

DI
DO

= 1.
In addition, due to the optimization over all individual scenar-
ios, the chosen network dimensions are actually determined by
max(DI , DO). This is also an indicator that minimal cost is
expected for s = 1. Clearly, the figure confirms these expecta-
tions. For all asymmetry factors studied, the additional dimen-
sioning cost in case OXC failure protection is incorporated does
not exceed 10%. The cost increase is maximal around the point
where input and output data are of equal size (i.e. DI = DO ). In
this case, network dimensions are determined by max(DI , DO)

which is minimal when DI = DO (if DI + DO is constant). As
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Fig. 8. Traffic asymmetry: OXC failure protection cost for random networks
(p = 0.1).

Fig. 9. Wavelength granularity: OXC failure protection cost for random
networks (p = 0.1).

taking into account possible OXC failures needs extra network
capacity when compared to the base scenario, the network ca-
pacity needed to support possible OXC failures will differ most
from the base scenario cost in case DI = DO as in this case
there is minimal room for wavelength and fiber re-use (and thus,
the most extra capacity needs to be installed when DI = DO ).

6.2.2. Wavelength granularity
We have calculated the resulting network dimensioning

costs for different wavelength granularities (155 Mbps,
622 Mbps, 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps) while limiting the number
of wavelengths per fiber in such a way that total fiber
capacity remains fixed at 10 Gbps. We have used a linear
fiber/wavelength cost model. For all wavelength granularities
examined, the dimensioning cost for the OXC failure resilient
lambda Grid (see Fig. 9) does not exceed the base scenario
dimensioning cost by more than 10%.

6.2.3. Scheduling strategies
In the previous sections, excess workload in each scenario

was distributed among all remote Grid sites. Fig. 10 compares
Fig. 10. Scheduling strategy: OXC failure protection cost for random networks
(p = 0.1).

the resulting dimensioning cost for the base scenarios and the
OXC failure resilient lambda Grid for varying numbers of
remote sites participating in the excess workload absorption,
and we see comparable increases in dimensioning cost for
all numbers of active remote sites participating in the excess
workload schedule.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the dimensioning problem
of an optical circuit-switched transport network for Grid
applications. Our main operational scenario of concern is that
when excess load is generated at a single site, remote sites are
then needed to process this excess load. We discussed the need
to solve the combined dimensioning and workload scheduling
problem, and argued why the use of Divisible Load Theory
can help us to model this problem in a scalable fashion. As
the inclusion of possible resource failures greatly increases
the number of scenarios to be studied, the need for scalable
modelling techniques becomes even more pressing.

In order to cope with a global optimization problem
dealing with all operational scenarios of interest, we have
proposed additional simplifications to solve the problem. These
simplifications consist of a parallelizing heuristic and an
incremental heuristic, both attempting to solve the resulting
linear programs in a more timely fashion.

For the topologies and scenarios studied in this paper,
the additional Lambda Grid dimensioning cost incurred by
explicitly incorporating possible optical cross-connect failures
in the DLT-based dimensioning problem remained below 10%
when compared to the dimensioning cost of our base problem.

We validated these conclusions for a wide range of
parameter variations, most notably network topology (through
variation in average link probability), wavelength granularity
and cost model, changes in traffic demand (a) symmetry and
Grid scheduling policy.

We can conclude that our approach is of practical use for se-
lecting and dimensioning a suitable OCS Grid interconnection
topology, including selection of optimal wavelength granularity
in the presence of possible resource failures.
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